SMART TECHNOLOGY OF TOMORROW TODAY
Tomorrow is now today and technology is key to our every day lives. With the emergence of the smart home we have taken the biggest steps in integrating
your bed into this new world. Our past knowledge, experience and innovations have inspired us to develop this new range and provide you with the
tools to enhance your sleeping experience.

1996

ACTUATOR MOTORS

2000

The motors have been moved apart to support the head and foot end, allowing
them to seperate away from the center, providing additional comfort. Bluetooth
was then added to control the bed from your Smartphone allowing for future
integration with your Smart Home.

First Bluetooth Phone Released.

POSITIONING

Bed can be left in its
position where before
it had to be laid flat to
get in and out of bed.

MATTRESS RETENTION BAR

Well tested and proven itself to hold
the mattress in place.

USB CHARGERS

Options for adding
USB sockets to
the frame allow
for smartphone
charging.

2004

Single Actuator Motor
Patented.

This has come from the care sector
and previous generations, to develop
a comfortable lifestyle product for the
domestic market.
While designing we have also seen new
technologies emerging and has allowed us
to converge technology and sleeping into
a product which is clean, sophisticated and
at the cutting edge of technology and bed
design.

2007

The iPhone was launched
along with other Smartphones and App Stores
allowing for independent
development.

UNDER BED LIGHTING

Motion sensing LED lighting to light those
waking minutes.

MECHANICS
CENTER SIZE INCREASE

The center was increased to improve
comfort around the torso.

ULTIMATE IN LIFESTYLE COMFORT

SMART
M AT I C

For 20 years the electric adjustable bed has
been the same. Limitations in the design of
the frame has provided valuable feedback,
which takes time to allow us to innovate.

The development of the
Radial Arms improves Comfort
and strengthens the frame
making it more durable and
stable. It does this by not just
elivating the foot and head
end, but moving it outward
and not pushing to the centre.

2017-18

Smat Matic Range Innovation Release
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